Abstract-Magnetic stimulation of neural tissue is an attractive technology because neural excitation may be affected without requiring implantation of electrodes. Pulsed discharge circuits are typically implemented for clinical magnetic stimulation systems. However, pulsed discharge systems can confound in-vitro experimentation. As an alternative to pulsed discharge circuits, we present a circuit to deliver asymmetric current pulses for generation of the magnetic field. We scaled the system down by using ferrite cores for the excitation coil. The scaled system allows observation using electrophysiological techniques and preparations not commonly used for investigation of magnetic stimulation. The design was refined using a comprehensive set of design equations. Circuit modeling and simulation demonstrate that the proposed system is effective for stimulating neural tissue with electric-field gradients generated by time-varying magnetic fields. System performance is verified through electrical test.
externally. One of the most important applications of external excitation of neural tissue is transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). There is a wide array of literature on TMS brain mapping and neuromodulation. External magnetic stimulation has also been used as an alternative to functional electrical stimulation (FES) to mitigate incontinence [1] , pain treatment [2] , evaluate spinal function, and as a diagnostic tool for the evaluation of nerve damage [3] . Reviews of magnetic stimulation and TMS, in particular, are available in [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Magnetic stimulation of neural tissue is typically accomplished with air-core coils (centimeters in diameter) remote from the site of stimulation (centimeters distant). Spatially varying electric fields are generated by using a single damped sinusoidal current pulse [10] . The use of air-core coils, the distance from the site of stimulation, and the driver circuit topology compound to make the energy requirements for magnetic stimulation significant (i.e., in the range of Joules). Magnetic stimulation with traditional methods confounds in-vitro experimentation as the area of effect is quite large and interferes with standard electrophysiology recording equipment. The resulting electromagnetic interference (EMI) and mechanical constraints are especially evident in adherent cell electrophysiological studies. Typically, only large and long neural preparations (centimeters in length) can be used for experimentation.
While extensive magnetic stimulation modeling work has been presented [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , considerably less quantitative in-vitro work has been performed [17] , [18] . In-vitro experiments are critical for characterizing the site of action, the structures stimulated, and the long-term tissue histological effects of magnetic stimulation. A properly scaled system also facilitates the study of the histological effects of magnetic stimulation and aids the investigation of pulsed electromagnetic (EM) fields on nerve regrowth. These are both active areas of investigation [19] - [21] . In-vitro studies can be particularly useful for studies of localized gene regulation and expression due to magnetic stimulation. An in-vitro system enables precise control and isolation of experimental variables.
While electrical fields from arrays of electrodes can approximate magnetic stimulation, in-vitro systems can provide critical insight into complex, often contradictory results common in magnetic stimulation experiments. For example, in the stimulation of one-dimensional (patterned) neuronal cultures, cultures displayed similar morphology, electrical response, and spontaneous activity but the response to magnetic stimulation was successful in only 22% of all cultures and 64% of similarly patterned cultures [22] . The authors posited the existence of "initiating neurons" with a lower magnetic stimulation threshold. In this paper, the difficulty in aligning morphological features Fig. 1 . Magnetic stimulation system diagram. B is the magnetic field, u is the coil relative permeability, di=dt is the current ramp, L is the coil inductance, and h is the height above the coil. These terms represent the design variables for an in-vitro magnetic stimulation system. The shaded area on the axon represents the depolarized area of the fiber.
to coil activation areas is specifically mentioned. Small-scale coils and flexible stimulation systems meet this need. Similar cases may be found in clinical experiments as well. In a recent clinical evaluation of repetitive TMS (rTMS), the key difference in efficacy was found to link closely with the manufacturer model (and, thus, the specific waveform) generating the biphasic pulse [23] . Modifying full-scale magnetic stimulation systems in a clinical environment presents significant challenges to proof-of-concept experimentation. As an example, there is little data that covers co-stimulation (pairing electrical stimulus with magnetic stimulus) and paired pulse protocols. Rapidly reconfigurable in-vitro systems can be invaluable for developing better predictive models, correlating effects of clinical experiments [24] , and developing proof-of-concept systems.
Selective stimulation, recruitment studies, and nerve impulse blocking experiments are excellent examples of the need for more flexible systems. For blocking experiments, the blocking pulse must last until the action potential has propagated from the site of initiation. In full-scale systems with large coils, it is challenging to create pulses of the necessary amplitude and duration, given the use of large coils and the distance between stimulation sites [25] . Selective stimulation is studied with the use of subthreshold hyperpolarizing and depolarizing pulses. Full-scale magnetic stimulation systems cannot deliver variable amplitude pulses on the necessary timescales. This is especially the case when the pulsewidths are of widely different durations as the pulsewidth in full-scale magnetic stimulation systems is set by the capacitance bank and the coil inductance, as discussed in Section II. Due to the currents and voltages involved, dynamic reconfiguration of the capacitor bank and coil inductance is problematic. Much can be learned in-vitro before committing to building a full-scale magnetic stimulation system.
We have reduced the scale of magnetic stimulating systems to address the need for flexible, in-vitro systems. Scaling was accomplished by using ferrite cores to reduce the area of stimulation, increase the magnetic flux through the area of interest, and ultimately reduce the power required for stimulation. Miniaturization of the system permits the location of the neural tissue closer to the coil, mitigating the need for high-power switching devices and further reducing the overall amount of energy required for stimulation. With this approach, smaller neural preparations, such as retinal sections, brain slices, and short sections of homogenous nerve fibers are available to the experimenter. The reduced energy requirements have the advantage that more flexible circuit topologies may be employed. The current amplifier presented is capable of delivering arbitrary current waveforms into a low-resistance inductive load (the magnetic stimulation coil) while maintaining stability.
II. APPROACH
To determine a baseline for the circuit requirements of an invitro magnetic stimulation system, the passive cable model of axons is employed. The spatial rate of change of the electric field along the length of the axon has been shown to predict extracellular neural electrical stimulation (see the review in [26] ). An equivalent expression for magnetic stimulation is [14] (1)
where the length and time constants of the neural membrane ( and , respectively) are defined as and (2) where is the distance along the axis of the nerve fiber when the nerve fiber is aligned to the axis, is the electric field along the axis, is the transmembrane voltage defined as the voltage difference between the intracellular and extracellular fluid , is membrane resistance times unit length ( axon length), is intracellular resistance , and is the membrane capacitance per unit length . Setting to zero leads to the definition of the "activating function,"
, which is useful for determining the initial change in . The activating function allows estimation of stimulation based upon the membrane length constant and the spatially varying electric field [26] . There is some debate in the literature as to whether the activation function is more conveniently defined as or as [27] , but here we use the activating function to refer to , and define the spatially varying electric field as , that is, the rate of change of the electric field with respect to the axis.
Magnetic generation of the activating function is accomplished by stimulating a coil with a time-varying current . The current, in turn, generates a time-varying magnetic field which then generates an electric field according to (3) [28] (3) where is the primary electric field, is the permeability of free space, is the rate of change of the electric current, is an element of the coil, is the number or turns, and is the distance between the coil element and the point where the electric field is calculated. The system produces different current waveforms and, thus, different electric fields with varying shape; pulse width and magnitude as a function of the parasitic resistance in the system (Rpar); and the storage capacitance (Cstorage) and the inductance of the stimulating coil. (a) Represents a simplified implementation of a pulse discharge circuit for magnetic stimulation systems. In typical applications, Rpar is negligible and a critically damped waveform is the result of a diode and resistance in parallel with the stimulating coil as shown. In undamped applications, a diode is placed in antiparallel with the trigger circuit element-here shown as an SCR. The controlled voltage source must be current limited and, thus, appears more as a current source until the target capacitor storage voltage is reached.
The spatial electric field also varies because the magnetic field is not uniform in space. Neural structures can be placed such that the activating function is at a maximum. A conceptual diagram is shown in Fig. 1 .
The more linear the current ramp is, the more uniform the electric field is during the time course of the pulse since the induced electric field is a function of . In clinical functional magnetic stimulation experiments, a constant current ramp has been shown to have lower stimulation thresholds than the commonly used damped sinusoidal waveform [29] . Modeling of the electrical stimulation pulse shape shows that the waveform shape impacts the strength-duration response and, thus, the energy required for stimulation [30] , [31] . Control over waveform shape also enables the evaluation of pulse-shape-mediated nerve recruitment [32] , [33] . Clearly, the ability to test the effects of waveform shape on stimulation threshold is a necessary component of a quantitative magnetic stimulation system.
Maintaining a current ramp for the length of time required to stimulate neural tissue can confound the design of a current amplifier output stage. Depending on the and of the tissue under study, stimulation times range from hundreds of microseconds to a few milliseconds. The common strategy is to use thyristor-triggered pulse discharge circuits, as in Fig. 2 . The tuned inductance-capacitance-resistance (LCR) pulse discharge circuit is used to produce a waveform with a damped sinusoidal pulse. The pulse shape is a function of the stimulating coil, the capacitor bank, and the parasitic resistance of the system according to (4) where and are defined as and (5) and , , and refer to the circuit values shown in Fig. 2 
(a).
Shorter pulses have been shown to be more energy efficient in pulse discharge circuits [34] while the most energy-efficient time point to electrically stimulate neural tissue is at the chronaxy of the nerve [35] . Due to losses in the stimulation coil and restrictions on the circuit design window, pulse discharge circuits often operate at much shorter timescales than the chronaxy of the nerve under study. Notable exceptions to the pulsed discharge circuit topology are the truncated pulse discharge system presented in [36] and the H-bridge type topology in [37] . In the first system, a highpower insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) is employed to stop the current as it is discharging through the magnetic stimulation coil, providing several pulsewidth measurement points. In the second system, power transistors are employed to control the linearity of the rise time and fall time of the current waveform through the magnetic stimulation coil by switching rapidly on and off during the current rise and fall times. The system presented in [36] is a particularly detailed example of a magnetic stimulation system. Another detailed example is presented in [38] and design methods are presented in [10] and [39] .
In all of these cases, however, the waveform duration is a function of the capacitance storage bank size and the load inductance. Small coils, as would be employed in in-vitro systems or magnetic stimulation systems using arrays of smaller coils [40] , [41] present a particular challenge when using pulsed discharge systems.
Often, they may have inductances that are much smaller than coils used in full-scale magnetic stimulation systems. As seen in (4), pulsewidth varies as a function of the coil inductance. Often, the parasitic resistance is nonnegligible because of the wire diameter, number of turns, and the space constraints of an in-vitro system. The dependence on circuit parameters of pulse discharge circuits also complicates direct comparison between coils during experimentation.
An alternative approach is to use a sawtooth to generate several concurrent current ramps as in Fig. 3 . The asymmetric sawtooth (long rise time, short fall time) also allows a significant reduction in the power dissipated in the inductor as , provided the waveform has no direct-current (dc) component.
The current supplied to the load is a function of the inductance of the coil when using pulse discharge circuits. In contrast, the current supplied to the load with an asymmetric current source is independent of the load. Decoupling the load from the system performance provides the opportunity to test different inductances without having to redesign the stimulus system or make it overly complex to support a wide experimental range. Feedback ensures linearity.
Using the sawtooth current driver approach also decouples the induced waveform from the coil electrical properties [42] , allowing easier investigation of waveshape variation. It is easy to change the polarity of the activating function by changing the input waveform to allow direct comparison of polarity effects. A series of pulses also opens up the opportunity to test magnetic stimulation effects at longer durations than in the typical pulse discharge circuit. Charge accumulation by using closely spaced pulses is discussed further in [43] . The current driver approach requires reducing the peak current and peak voltage requirements for magnetic stimulation to the point that the output stage can be designed to deliver a repetitive sawtooth current waveform with sharp transitions. A logical approach to reduce the current requirements for the output stage is to increase the flux in the inductor loop.
A core is a very effective way to increase the magnetic flux. There are some examples in the literature of ferrite and iron cores used for magnetic stimulation [44] [45] [46] [47] ; however, the use of cores with a pulsed sawtooth current waveform has not been reported. Cores function essentially as flux concentrators and electric field is related to flux density as described by Faraday's law (6) where indicates the curl of the electric field and is the magnetic field. The inclusion of a core is analogous to increasing the number of windings and the magnetic field capable of generating an electric field (7) where is the relative permeability of a core in a solenoid, is the number of turns per unit length, or "turns density," and is the current. The core becomes a gapped inductor with an equivalent distributed permeability (8) where is the relative permeability of the core, is distance the magnetic flux travels through the air gap (gap length), and MPL is the total length of the flux path [48] [49] [50] .
III. MODELING AND SIMULATION

A. Analytical Calculation of the Spatial Electric Field
Analytical expressions have been derived for estimating the spatial change of the electric field as a function of coil dimensions, input current waveform , and distance from the plane of the coil. The approach follows the strategy outlined in [28] . The resulting expression is then modified by the equivalent permeability (8) calculated for the core/winding geometry. The modeling and design effort focused on square and quad square coils because they have been shown to generate a larger activating function per unit current than other topologies [51] . Square and quad square cores also facilitate the precise alignment of neural structures because the negative and positive peak occurs at the corners of the coil. For the square coil, the spatially varying electric field component of the activating function is (9) where , , and , are given by (10) For the quad square core (11) where , , , , and are defined by (12) where is the side length of the square, and are the coordinates of the point in the plane of the coil, and is the height above the coil (as depicted in Fig. 1) .
is the equivalent permeability estimate defined in (5) , is the number of coil turns, and is the ramp rate of the current source. The analytical equations for square (9) and quad square (11) coils allow quick estimation of the spatially varying electricfield component of the activating function at any point by using a variety of core dimensions and core types. Two important details come to light using this approach. From (9) and (11), clearly field focality improves as is reduced. The stimulus efficiency of different combinations of stimulation depth to coil diameter can be evaluated with the closed-form solutions. Setting the to 0 (the peak field), 0, and making the substitution with the unitless term , which defines the ratio between coilside length and depth of stimulation [52] as (13) Equation (25) reduces to (14) Similar equations may be derived for double square coils and quad square (or butterfly) coils, and show that additional windings at the locus of excitation multiply the effect by either 2 (double square coils) or 4 (quad square coils). The energy required for magnetic stimulation of nerves increases dramatically as the coil is moved further away from the tissue. The area of effect also increases, leading to a less-focused area of stimulation. A similar approach is used to analyze quad coil cores with variable intercoil spacing [53] .
This will allow the interaction of the system with precise structures in the neural tissue under study. Second, the current requirements to generate an activating function of the correct magnitude fall significantly with the inclusion of a core. Comparable in-vitro magnetic stimulation experiments employ ramps greater than 10 A
. By reducing the size of the coil and moving the site of stimulation closer to the coil, the current ramp requirement can be reduced to A s. Thus, for in-vitro experimentation, an improvement in field focality and a significant reduction in energy required are obtained by moving the tissue under study closer to the stimulating coils. Scaling can reduce the maximum current peak and maximum voltage peak required to induce excitation. The reduced voltage and current requirements allow the design of more flexible current sources. The flexibility in the current-source specification, in turn, allows the investigation of waveform-based recruitment studies.
The analogous expression for point-source electrical stimulation of a fiber is (15) where is the electric field from the electrode, along the axis, is the electrode current, and is the extracellular solution conductivity and is the distance from the electrode to the nerve fiber. Observing the form of (14) and (15), it is seen that the spatial variation of the electric field during electric stimulation does not decrease in a similar manner to the spatial variation of the electric field generated by a magnetic field. In addition, very short pulses may exceed the charge density capabilities of microelectrodes and introduce additional variables into in-vitro experiments. Electrical stimulation with passive cable modeling provides an analogy useful for control experiments, but subtleties in the distribution of field may prove significant, especially in the light that these are first-order derivations useful for design insight.
To verify charge accumulation and define circuit design requirements, simulation was performed by using a freely available active cable model simulation tool. Neurocal is a simplified package written in MATLAB that is very easy to use and modify [54] . Testing was performed using unmyelinated nerve parameters from P. Clarkii [55] , [56] and myelinated nerve parameters [57] . A typical result is shown in Fig. 5 .
B. Circuit Design
A current ramp of A s is well within the range of a power-amplifier topology. It is critical that the rising edge of the waveform be as short as possible to prevent hyperpolarizing effects on the neural membrane, or worse inactivating the ion channels, increasing the energy requirements for stimulation. Typically a grounded load V-I converter, such as an improved Howland VCCS [58] , would be used in this application. However, for a typical Howland current source as the signal frequency increases, the output impedance falls [59] .
The more appropriate approach is to include the reactive load inside the feedback loop. The floating load current-source topology (Fig. 6) is particularly applicable to in-vitro magnetic stimulation as the coil is always isolated from the preparation. Both terminals of the inductor are available and it may be placed into the feedback loop and compensated. The floating load-current source is insensitive to component tolerance mismatch which plagues the improved Howland current source. In Fig. 6 , functions as a sense resistor and, thus, the current across the load is defined as (16) where is the input voltage, and the resistance are defined in Fig. 6 . Equation (16) remains valid as long as . . Typical simulation result by using a pulsed electric-field gradient to excite an axon fiber. Ten pulses, 50-S in duration, separated by 5-S deadtimes were applied (stim pulses). The action potential is seen to initiate at the site of the maximum electric-field gradient after the ninth pulse (initiation site) and propagate along the axon in both directions from the site of initiation (propagation). 
C. Rate of Closure Stability Analysis
The method used to analyze this circuit uses the rate of closure feedback loop analysis [60] . The open-loop gain of the amplifier is plotted. The feedback factor of each independent feedback path is calculated and then the inverse is plotted. The closed-loop gain follows the lowest feedback path, as in Fig. 7 .
For the case of the floating load current source, the dc-loop response is calculated when the inductor is shorted as (17) The first feedback loop (FB#1 in Fig. 7 ) is through the inductor and the zero in the feedback path is defined by the load inductance and parasitic resistance of the load as (18) If a second feedback path is not in place, the feedback loop and the amplifier's open-loop gain plot intersect with a closure rate of 40 dB. A rate of closure of 40 dB corresponds to a phase shift of 180 and oscillatory behavior. To compensate, a second feedback path with a feedback path zero (capacitor) is added to the circuit (FB#2 in Fig. 7) . The value of the capacitor is set below the feedback path of the load feedback path and the resistance is set to provide a rate of loop closure of 20 dB and at least 20 dB greater than the dc gain [59] , [61] . The second feedback loop zero is defined by the feedback capacitor and the feedback resistance as (19) The rate of closure is a powerful technique, but for a complete analysis, it is important to check the open-loop phase shift throughout the gain bandwidth. This may be estimated by using hand plots or spreadsheets [62] but the use of Tian's method [63] for feedback-loop analysis more accurate and handily implemented in SPICE, such as the free switcherCAD from Linear technology [64] .
D. Output Stage Design Details
There are a few implementation caveats to the floating load current source topology approach. Inductance of the sense resistor must be minimized to prevent peaking and oscillation. The value of impacts the loop gain and larger values improve the power bandwidth and the settling time from (18) . In this topology, the entire current flows through the sense resistor and larger values will increase the voltage drive requirement. Unfortunately, monolithic operational amplifiers which have the necessary gain bandwidth and drive current in the ampere range are not available. To meet this need, a composite amplifier with a commercially available current feedback amplifier (LT1468) and a discrete power-output stage (adapted from [65] ) was developed. Current feedback amplifiers are ideal for this application as they provide moderate gains and a high unity gain bandwidth frequency with excellent drive capabilities.
For the power-output stage, bipolar power devices were selected because of their low output resistance, reduced drive requirements, and immunity to inductive kickback spikes which can destroy MOS transistors. However, it is generally difficult to find radio-frequency (RF) power PNP-type bipolar junction transistor (BJT) devices. The lack of high-speed PNP-type devices can be resolved by using composite devices [66] .
Careful design is important because composite devices may develop local oscillations and have bandwidth limitations. Composite devices (Darlington or composite PNP-type) are required because the gain of power RF BJT devices is generally low. RF devices are used because the current booster stage must be significantly faster than the driving operational amplifier.
The speed requirement of the current booster stage is easily understood by referring to Fig. 7 . If the current booster stage has a 3-dB roll off below the unity gain bandwidth of the amplifier, it will introduce and additional pole and invite oscillation. If the current feedback stage cannot respond to the output control signal from the amplifier, then the output will oscillate while the current booster continually tries to catch up to the feedback signal measured at the sense resistor. To prevent the addition of poles in the feedback loop, the midband gain of the power stage must extend past the unity gain frequency of the amplifier [65] , [67] .
Placing a reactive load inside the feedback loop requires particular attention when switching currents. Switched currents result in sharp flyback pulses from the inductive load. Flyback voltage pulses can damage components and create intermittent failures. The most effective way to dissipate flyback voltage pulses is to include discrete ultrafast recovery flyback diodes (Fig. 8 clamping  diodes shown on the right) . With the proper selection of components, the parasitic capacitance added to the output is negligible. Additional protection from flyback pulses is achieved by using unidirectional Zener diodes on the power-supply rails [68] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Verification of Coil Through Operating Frequency
One of the caveats to using a core as a flux concentrator is that the core must have an operational frequency above the highest frequency component of the driving waveform to reduce power losses due to the core. The frequency range for pulsed magnetic stimulation requires operation in the 200-kHz 1-MHz frequency. This mandates the use of ferrite cores as it exceeds the bulk of steel and Permalloy core performances. The cores tested in this system used cores from Fair-Rite Products Corporation (www.fair-rite.com) of material 77.
Performance up to 3 MHz is possible with alternate materials, such as material 61. Custom machining for many shapes is available from several manufacturers, Elna Magnetics (www.elnamagnetics.com), for example.
We used a Hewlett-Packard 4192A impedance analyzer with a custom interface written in LabView (code available upon request from the corresponding author) to verify whethert the self-resonant frequency of the coil was above the operating frequency of the circuit. Alternately, the equivalent circuit analysis built in to the Hewlett-Packard/Agilent 4194A/4294A could be used to determine resonant frequency and equivalent circuit parasitic values. In-circuit operation was confirmed by analyzing the Vin/Iout waveform phase shift and shown to have a roll off frequency above 1 MHz. In this manner, the low-current and pulsed high-current performance of the cores may be verified. These two techniques were used because the 4192A cannot source high currents and because instrumentation for the low-frequency, high-current inductance measurement is not typically available and would likely overheat the coil as these coils are designed for a pulsed circuit topology, not continuous operation.
B. Verification of the Current Waveforms
The entire system was tested with a range of inductances from 1 H-100 H, with and without cores, to verify system stability. The test inductors ranged from milliohm to 1-parasitic resistances. Using hand manufacturing methods, it is reasonable to fabricate coils from 1-5 mm, which would have efficient penetrations depths from 100 m to 500 m according to analysis of the depth of penetration. The area of exposure will be limited by the sharpness of the peak and the dimensions of the coil. The range of inductances was chosen to correlate with the coils manufactured in lab. However, the circuit topology and the presented circuit are widely flexible. For a particular design, the stability of the system can be adjusted by adjusting the feedback pole and the dc gain. To obtain maximum frequency performance, increase the value of and, if necessary, reduce the value of until the circuit begins to ring with a square-wave voltage waveform input. The fastest transition possible will be a function of the power-supply voltage since .
Step-response transitions are also limited by the amplifier slew rate and RLC network formed by the load parasitic resistance, the series inductance, and resistance of the supply leads, the switch resistance, and the bypass capacitance. While adding large bypass capacitors may prevent voltage droop, they will ultimately increase the switching time. Peak drive current performance is a primarily a function of the parasitic inductor resistance and the size of the sense resistor. Fig. 10 shows typical simulation and measurement results from a 20-H coil. For this case, the slew rate is measured at 1.3 A S. It is important to use precise probing techniques as the inductance of the probe can significantly influence the measured waveform for this circuit topology. Frequency and amplitude sweeps are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 . As demonstrated in these two figures, the system performs as a V-I converter over a wide range of input voltage waveform amplitudes and shapes to drive inductive loads. 
C. Verification of the Electric Field
To verify that the electric field was generated by the time-varying current pulse as predicted, a pickup coil was placed over the coil as the circuit generated single current sawtooth waveforms. The signal from the pickup coil was amplified by using an INA111 instrumentation op amp with a gain of 10X. The generated electric field should be a square wave, as was observed, shown in Fig. 13 . While [69] [70] [71] discuss probe construction for measuring electric fields above and inside solenoid inductors, probe construction, accurate measurements, and proper alignment on the submillimeter scale proved unreasonable.
V. CONCLUSION
Recently, there has been an increase in interest in magnetic stimulation for use in peripheral, brain, and spinal nerve stimulation. Even though successful, repeatable magnetic stimulation was first reported in 1985 [72] , little quantitative work has been performed to examine histological effects, observe intracellular responses, and map the response to the actual structures stimulated, such as heterogeneous neural structures.
With the development of the system presented, the opportunity to perform experiments with varying waveform, time sequencing, and distribution presents itself.
The flexibility of arbitrary current waveform generation comes at a cost. Creating a full-scale system based upon the linear current amplifier topology presented would be challenging and in all likelihood would require a modification of this approach. However, new power devices and pulse capacitors are continually under development [73] [74] [75] and supply the need for such devices in industrial applications. Switching strategies and circuit topologies can be tested in a smaller scale system before full-power devices become commercially available.
While uniform nerve fibers were highlighted in this paper, the proposed approach should also find utility in testing retina and dissociated cell in-vitro cultures commonly used in microelectrode array experiments (MEA) concerning synapse formation and network analysis. The circuit approach may find utility in other applications, such as magnetically-based cell sorting [76] . Scaling also will prove useful for studying small intact structures, such as brain slices and retina.
Simulation files, printed-circuit board layout files, parts lists, sourcing recommendations, and details of coil fabrication are available upon request by email to the authors.
